
We are excited to announce a transition within our organization.  
 
Over the last two years, Jordy Christian has operated as our Interim and Co-Hockey Director. 
Jordy’s energy and passion for the Angels speaks for itself, as Jordy has been integral in the 
progression of our programming, including the recent addition of the Termite/Mite/8U levels. 
We are thankful for all that Jordy has done to propel the Angels forward.  
 
As we move forward with continuing our mission and growing our program, Jordy will continue 
his role on the Hockey Committee, while also becoming our Rink Development Director. We all 
recognize the need for additional ice, which has been a priority of the organization. With our 
Full Affiliate status now behind us, Jordy and the rink development team will work toward 
additional ice for the Fargo Angels.  
 
Christian Berg will now assume the full Hockey Director role, serving previously as Co-Hockey 
Director. Christian has been a coach with the Angels for over three years, taking our Bantam B 
to the State Title last season. Christian is also the scheduler for our organization. We are in 
good hands with Christian as our Hockey Director and we look forward to his success in the 
role.  
 
The timing of this transition is important for a few reasons. We have already had a very unique 
season, which we are all doing our best to navigate. Jordy and Christian have worked together 
as a team this season, providing Christian the opportunity to find comfort with the Hockey 
Director role and Jordy the time to provide mentorship. With Christian’s success in the role so 
far, we are now able to prioritize Jordy’s energy toward the rink development project and let 
Christian take on the Hockey Director role. With this change, we are able to utilize two of our 
best talents in key roles as we move the Fargo Angels forward.  
 
Watch for additional communications in the future regarding rink development and how you 
can help. As a reminder, please direct all hockey related questions to Christian Berg.  
 
fargoangelshockey@outlook.com 
218.371.0330 
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